**Lightweights win Geiger**

By Jim Van Dusen

The varsity lightweight crew rowed to a 16-second Geiger Cup victory over Cornell and Columbia on the Charles River Saturday. MIT, racing in its newly-named shell—the Henley '54, '55—took control from stroke one and continued to move away from the other crews all the way up the 2000-meter course.

The team of Mike Cafferty '83 (bow), Dave Payson '83 (2), Randy Schweickart '83 (3), Cliff Olsen '83 (4), Kim Marvin '85 (5), Jay Keith '85 (6), Mark Schaeffer '83 (7), Tom Rucker '83 (stroke), and Steve Kim '83 (coxswain) came off the line at 42 beats per minute and then took two power tacks (counted strokes designed to co-ordinate the rowers) to settle the stroke rate to a 37. By 500 meters, Cornell and Columbia were down by open water.

MIT made its planned move at the 1000-meter mark with a powerful 35-second stroke and by the 20th stroke, the race essentially had become a contest between the two teams for second place. Tech's goal, however, was to open up the widest possible margin of victory, so the cadence remained at an intense 36.

The Engineers began their sprint with 400 meters to go and brought the boat home with a winning time of 6:22.2. Cornell came in at 6:38.4, squeezing past Columbia (6:38.6) in the last 50 meters.

The victory capped a successful day for the lightweights, as both the junior varsity and third varsity boats handily won their races.

A surprisingly tough Cornell crew, however, won the freshman event, followed by Columbia and MIT.

The varsity and JV squads are now 4-1 and have two more races before the Eastern Sprints on May 15. At the Sprints will send the team to England to compete in the Henley Regatta, the oldest and most prestigious rowing event in the world. MIT won the Henley in 1954 and repeated in 1955. At the rate the 1983 lightweights are moving, we may find that the new varsity shell has yet to be completely named.

**Baseball**

Evened its record at 4-4 with a pair of wins over the weekend, stretching the team's winning streak to three games. UMass-Boston was Friday's victim in an 11-4 romp. Bates proved tougher in Saturday's come-from-behind 11-8 victory. The Engineers have now scored 31 runs in their last three outings.

**Sailing**

...the men continued their successful ways, capturing the Geiger Cup on the Charles River Saturday. The team qualified for the New England Championships in the Team Race Elimination.

The women posted a first place finish, capturing the Henley and Cedar Island Cups. The junior varsity lost to Princeton and Yale on Saturday; the Henley Cup victor over Cornell and Columbia and the Cedar Island Cup over MIT.

**NEW POLITICS**

**MASS FAIR SHARE** one of the largest progressive, grassroots organizations in the country, is now hiring individuals to do fundraising, community outreach, and to develop a citizen lobby that can shape and influence the political and economic decisions in this state.

---

**QUALITY DENTISTRY... JUST DOWN THE STREET**

Malcolm L. Dana, D.D.S.
Richard M. Dana, D.D.S.
Suzanne H. Robotham, D.D.S.

634 Massachusetts Ave
Cambridge, MA 02138

**NEW ENGLAND TRADITION**

COUGAR SHIRTS

WE MAKE

WOMEN'S SIZES

Biggers are fit you TALL guys out?

500-50T - $17
500-56T - $18
500-60T - $19

Riding Apparel, 202 Boylston St., Boston

**SUMMER AND PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE**

**GOOD...and PLENTY**

**BosDeli**

493 Beacon St, Boston
(corner of Mass. Ave & Beacon St)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11am-2am
(FRIDAY & SATURDAY TILL 3am)

---

**UNIX* and C Programmers**

**Make sweeping events in telecommunications work to your advantage.**

You've seen the news. We're building on a rich technological base, and are competing in new business areas. As a result, we're seeking experienced software people who can support new network services and entities.

**Immediate Openings**

Specifically, we are staffing two programming areas:

**Applications**

If you can show us at least 2 years of applications programming experience using C language and UNIX* operating system, we can show you a remarkable showcase for your talents. Have a background in systems analysis/design and systems testing? So much the better.

**Systems**

We're looking for UNIX* systems programmers to provide support for operations support systems. We offer the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art Bell Systems processors (BX.25, intelligent data base machines, and ETHERNET). Strong C background is required. UNIX* Internals and data communications background desired.

Let us tell you more.

To investigate your future at our facility in New Jersey, send your resume, including salary history, and preferably including salary expectations...to: Management Recruiter, Dept. MT-1, AT&T Long Lines, Route 52A/57, Bedminster, NJ 07921.

An equal opportunity employer.